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The simplest way to put an image on the web is to use the tag.It’s structured like this:The attribute src points to a file that will be pulled into the webpage at this point. You’ll need angle brackets, element names (such as p for paragraph and img for image) and, in the closing tag, a backslash. This software is a free download, so if you are trying to
write HTML without purchasing expensive software, Notepad++ still has you covered. If you’ve ever seen a web page with weird characters like “ Â£”, �” or empty boxes in the middle of words, you know why we need this line. Depending on your editor and its settings, it might automatically generate a closing tag for you. Save your HTML to a file:
Notepad normally saves files as .txt. No one enjoys filling in forms, and even fewer people enjoy coding them. Using an element has the extra advantage of helping Apple Watch layout content in a visually appealing way.We will give each article’s heading a heading tag. If you do not do this, all you will have is a text file that has some HTML code in it.
In older sites, you might see blank alt text (alt=””). It tells the browser to display the web page at the width of the device it’s being displayed on and helps sites reformat across wide desktop displays and narrow mobile screens. To write HTML code, all you have to do is understand the proper syntax for communicating with a computer. In some older
websites, you might see it written which is called “self-closing”. Optionally, may contain a heading – element.This markup groups radio buttons that allow the visitor to express their preferred contact method: How can we best reach you? We’ve already used an in the header, and there should only be one per page, so we’ll wrap this one in an .Next, we
have three posts, each self-contained, and with its own heading.For each of these, we’ll use an element. Autofill on Browsers: A Deep Dive is a great article by eBay about this.Deprecated ElementsThere are more HTML tags – the developer-focused specification lists them all.It’s vital that you avoid using elements that are marked “deprecated” as
these are outdated parts of HTML that still exist in the spec because they are used in some old (or badly-written) sites, but are now obsolete.ConclusionOver the course of this article, you’ve learned a few of the most commonly-used HTML tags.Most importantly, you’ve learned the philosophy behind writing good semantic HTML: choose the HTML
tag that most precisely represents the meaning of the content, without considering how it will be displayed.So now go out and build fantastic websites that that are lightning-fast and have excellent SEO, and which work across all kinds of devices, for people of all different abilities and disabilities! For example, if you write HTML background color
code specifying that your site should have a blue background, browsers read the code you’ve written and follow those instructions. The required attribute is very useful; the browser will automatically alert the user if they attempt to submit a form with an empty required field. The of the page is the text that is first read out to a screen reader user, to
assure them they’re on the right page. A screen reader, for example, will say something like “List of five items”, and usually gives the user the opportunity to skip over the list, or skip to the next list.On the subject of assistive technology, let’s give some extra information to screen reader users, and wrap our in a element, like this: About Monica About
Gabriela … As you might imagine, tells the browser that this is primary navigation. Then the individual fields plus their labels let you know what choices/options, etc. Ever since … As subtle phenomena …

Another article
…

And another article
… The FooterThere’s now just one piece of content left to mark up: the footer.Unsurprisingly, and pleasingly intuitively, HTML gives us the element for this. For example Cheeky Chap — Home, Cheeky Chap — About Monica. When they tab into an input field, the screen reader will announce the contents of the associated label, the type of field, and
any other information such as whether it’s a required field.The code for this is simple. If you’re interested in designing your own websites without using templates, though, it’s not so important to understand the technical specifics of how websites are rendered in a browser. The heading for the series of three posts is “Why are the Cheeky Girls so
great”, so we’ll give that a heading tag. They look identical, but the top one doesn’t have a proper label, whereas the second one does. Start writing your HTML: Remember that you need to be more careful than in an HTML editor. Simply use the reversed attribute on the : Take Your Shoes Off (Hooray, Hooray!) It's a Cheeky Holiday! Cheeky Song
(Touch My Bum) Assuming you’re in a modern browser, you’ll see the list counting down:Take Your Shoes Off(Hooray, Hooray!) It’s a Cheeky Holiday!Cheeky Song (Touch My Bum)Sometimes it’s not immediately obvious which tag to use. But what of the content inside it (which reads “Copyright Bruce Lawson. While Notepad is a very basic software
package, Notepad++ has additional features that make it a great choice for coding HTML. Some attributes are allowed on all tags, others are allowed only on a subset. The second attribute, alt, is for “alternate text”. Other developers use frameworks like React which glue together pre-written components.But someone still has to write the templates
and components. The actual processes behind this are complicated and involve the transfer of data through the internet. Line 3 opens up the “head” of the web page—this is a block of information about the page that helps the browser process it properly. Every must have an alt attribute. It’s pretty easy to read, but much harder to write—there are so
many quirks and irregularities.Although HTML has such a small vocabulary (the average 2.5-year-old toddler speaks more words in their native language than are elements in HTML), many people’s HTML is imprecise. The software that you use to code that language is up to you, however. For example, consider this list of the top three best songs by
The Cheeky Girls:Cheeky Song (Touch My Bum)(Hooray, Hooray!) It’s a Cheeky Holiday!Take Your Shoes OffIt’s easy to see that this is a list and the order of the entries matters. The organization, W3C, that makes the standards that the Web relies on, has a guide to Choosing a Language Tag. It’s enough to know that HTML is an important part of
this process, and that you need to have a good HTML structure in place if you want to build a functional, attractive website.Understanding HTML CodeHTML is often taught as an introductory coding language because it’s ultimately pretty simple. On a slow network, or on a cheaper, low-powered device, this can result in an excruciatingly slow load
and is a heavy drain on the battery.Sites based on good HTML will also be robust – even if the styles and scripts fail to load, the content will be available. Apple uses it to decide how to display information on the Apple Watch. Elements consist of tags and content. Be sure to include the .html extension e.g. homepage.html. If your code editor supports
saving snippets or templates, this would be a good one to use for every web page you make: Cheeky Chap: home Line 1 is the equivalent of a magical incantation to tell the browser that the code coming up is the latest, greatest version of HTML. But conventionally we use lower cases because capitals look like shouting. Line 5 is another magical
incantation. You have a perfectly functional editor built into your operating system — Notepad. And which tag best describes what it is, not what it looks like. The next one in sequence is

as we’ve used as the heading for the main content. Phone Email Secret mind control rays Chromium-based browsers display this with the grouping highlighted:In-Browser Input ValidationAs with any other HTML, the type of element you choose should reflect the type
of content you expect the visitor to enter into the form field. Line 2 tells the browser that the primary content of the webpage is in English. Here’s an example when a label saying “Search” preceding the input feels like overkill.We can associate the input field with the
text “Search”, which is the contents of the submit button using aria-labelledby: SearchWe could have used aria-label:But it’s always better to prefer visible text on a page because that will be translated if the page is run through a translation tool, whereas text “hidden”
in HTML attributes won’t be.Grouping Form Fields groups a cluster of related fields. This one is an opening tag. Ours is a small site that pays tribute to the musical genius of The Cheeky Girls.You don’t need loads of expensive programs or a powerful computer to
develop websites, just a code editor and a browser.I use Microsoft’s free open-source code editor Visual Studio Code, but there are many others such as Sublime Text, Atom, BlueGriffon.So, let’s dive in and get coding.Setting Up the ScaffoldingBefore we can write our
content, there is some scaffolding required. As The HTML specification says “The header element represents a group of introductory or navigational aids”.Inside it, we have an image of the cheeky girls that also serves as a link to the homepage, the main heading for

the page (“I’m a Cheeky Chap!”), and some supplementary text.Let’ s look at the image that’s a home page link.Clickable links (somewhat confusingly) don’t use the tag; they use the tag, which stands for “anchor”. This will be at the top of every page on our site.The
HTML for the whole banner will be wrapped in tags. For example is a shorthand for ; either format is legitimate. You’ll also need to know the right instructions to include. There is no element because HTML is concerned with the meaning of content, not its display.
Click into the text label of the bottom one, and you’ll see that it focuses on the associated input.This makes focusing an input much easier for someone with motor control difficulties – or maybe for you, trying to check a tiny checkbox on a small screen on a bumpy
train.It’s also vital for screen reader users who will tab through fields in a form (by default, only links and form fields are focusable by tabbing). Let’s go.Future-Proof HTMLTo demonstrate the future-proof nature of HTML, you can open the first-ever web browser,
which was written by Sir Uncle Timbo himself in 1991. Note that type=number should only be used for quantities – telephone numbers, credit card numbers, passport numbers are numeric, but not quantities.On mobile, most browsers will use the input type to adjust
the virtual keyboard that is offered:type=email shows an alphanumeric keyboard with an “@” symbol and a dot, as those are in all email addresses.type=number will show only numerals and a decimal separator appropriate to the user’s regions.type=date will display
some sort of system date picker.There are many types of input—too many to list here—but the underlying markup approach remains the same: think about what your content means, not how it will look.Auto Filling FormsAllowing browsers to auto-fill forms requires
visitors to do less, so they’re more likely to complete a form and sign up/buy your product. Header image by Matt Buck. Quality AssuranceAnd now that we’ve finished, let’s run a check on the quality of our code.The W3C has a free HTML validator at which can either
validate a page on the web, file upload, or copy and paste your code into a form. The datetime attribute specifies a date (and potentially a time) in the unambiguous YYYY-MM-DD format, while the visible textual contents of the element can be anything: “The Cheeky
Girls’ birthday”, “Tuesday”, “31 Oct 82”, “The Feast of Saint Karen and the Immaculate Surfboard”.FormsForms are what make the web interactive and not just a read-only medium. For example, the three-date of birth field pattern, or any cluster of radio buttons or
related checkboxes. as the first child of provides an over-arching label for the whole group, which gives them context. Edited by Jeremy Girard. You won’t have elements like tag completion or validation. Since Notepad is already included with your operating system,
you can't beat the price and you can get started writing HTML immediately! There are only a few steps to creating a web page with Notepad: Open Notepad: Notepad is nearly always found in your Accessories menu. In such cases, there is a generic tag called :When I
first heard The Cheeky Girls, I thought ouh là là! and bought some pink hotpants.For wrapping larger components, there is another generic tag called , short for “division”.Imagine that you want to group your navigation and an ad together so you can style it as a
sidebar on the left of your content. Browsers incrementally render HTML—that is, they will display a partially downloaded web page to the user while the browser awaits the remaining files from the server.Modern fashionable development techniques, such as React,
require a lot of JavaScript to be sent to the user. The song “Touch My Bum” is objectively better than “Cheeky Holiday” (and quite possibly the best song ever). You can build a simple website with HTML alone, including different font sizes and types, paragraphs,
photos, background colors and other basic features. Here’s how to avoid that: Click on File and then Save As. Navigate to the folder you want to save to. are available. As the spec says:The div element has no special meaning at all … Authors are strongly encouraged to
view the div element as an element of last resort, for when no other element is suitable. You are really coding from scratch at this point, so any mistakes you make will not be ones that the software can catch for you. Small print is also sometimes used for attribution,
or for satisfying licensing requirements.Copyright and attribution is exactly the purpose of this content, so we’ll mark up our footer like this: Copyright Bruce Lawson. We already know how to construct this: About Monica About Gabriela .... This means that you can
also use Notepad or Notepad++ to write Cascading Style Sheets or Javascript. The hierarchy of headings is very important for assistive technology users to navigate a page. You should always check your code before applying styles, writing a script, or publishing it to
the web.If you also check the “outline” checkbox before clicking the “check” button, the validator will show you any errors and the heading hierarchy and logical structure of your page.Don’t worry about the warning “[nav element with no heading]”; sighted users will
understand that it’s navigation and assistive technology users will be informed automatically.What If There Is No Appropriate HTML Element?Occasionally, you’ll find that there is no appropriate HTML element for your content.Suppose, for example, in the middle of a
paragraph, we want to tell assistive technology and translation software that a snippet of content is in the French language. We will give each heading a
tag because they’re all on the same level in the hierarchy. Why are the Cheeky Girls so great
An article
The Cheeky Girls’ work .. It also determines the sort order in browser bookmarks so I use a system that has site name first (so all bookmarks into the site are grouped together) and then the page title afterward,. Either one is okay.To make a clickable image that is a link to your home page, we need to nest one tag inside the other. There’s one change
we need to make—if the image is a link, the alt text needs to describe the destination of the link (“Home”) rather than the content of the image.The next part of our header is the name of the site – “I’m a Cheeky Chap”. Don’t fall into the trap of thinking that is only for news articles or blog posts; think of it like an article of clothing. Vague HTML can
make content harder to parse for search engines, assistive technologies such as screen readers for blind visitors, and non-traditional devices such as Apple Watch and voice assistants.When I talk about “good” HTML, I really mean “semantic” HTML: tags that describe the content as precisely as possible. This is important for translation software and
also for people who use a screen reader: the word “six” is pronounced very differently in English and French, for example. Hi! In this instructable you will learn the basic of html!If you are a beginner I think you need to start with notepad.But you can use Notepad++ (I use)The title of your websiteFor big textFor small textFor paragraphs
This is a button
Remember to save as mywebsite.html HTML is to a website what a solid foundation is to a house. The different itemprops are specified in the particular schema vocabulary, except the pubdate value on itemprop which isn’t from Schema but is required by Apple for WatchOS .You’ll notice that I’ve used a element in this example. But with this list, the
order doesn’t matter; Gabriela could be first and Monica second.For an unordered list, we use , with each entry an , like this: About Monica About Gabriela … The benefit of using a list here is that assistive technology, that some disabled people need to use, the web knows what to do with them. And developers using WordPress or React need
knowledge of HTML in order to evaluate the quality of the templates or components they are planning to use.An analogy is deciding not to cook and going out to a buffet restaurant. Mozilla Developer Network (MDN) has a useful set of tutorials and a superb reference site that is the go-to resource even for seasoned web pros who’ve forgotten the
precise syntax of something.So now, let’s make a real webpage, the kind you’ve seen hundreds of times before, whether it’s a video site, a newspaper site, a site selling products, or a humble blog. (If you already know this, feel free to skip this section.)Here’s an HTML tag that tells the browser “this is a paragraph”:Browsers don’t care much about
upper or lower case in HTML: , , and even are all the same. There should only be one on any particular page, and sub-headings should not ‘skip’ a level. Once again, the additional features of Notepad++ will make this easier on you. When Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web in 1989, there was no JavaScript, no CSS, only HTML.Although
HTML has changed greatly over 30 years, expanding from its original 18 tags to well over 120, it retains its central importance: it is the foundational technology for the web.If your site is based on good HTML, it will load fast. Luckily, HTML tags are fairly simple to understand once you get the hang of it. The method attribute tells the browser how to
send this information to the server.The name attribute on the allows the server to access the information submitted in each field, and should, therefore, be unique in that form-except in the case of radio buttons, in which all mutually exclusive options share the same name (that’s how the browser knows they’re a group).Hiding LabelsOccasionally, you
might not want a visible label. And, for the vast majority of sites, the content is what users come for.For example, here is the Web Accessibility Checklist review on this very site rendered in the 1991 browser: Article on Web Accessibility on this site in the 1991 WorldWideWeb browserTo demonstrate HTML’s future-proof nature, let’s look at the firstever web page in a modern browser—in this case, Firefox 77 (Developer Edition):As you can see, it renders perfectly—and is completely responsive when narrowing the window:No-One Writes HTML by Hand Anymore, Grandad!I’m occasionally told that no-one really needs to learn HTML anymore, because nobody writes HTML by hand these days.
You can also open existing web pages in this program (and in Notepad) and edit them. Ready? Be careful with Boolean attributes; as the spec says,A number of attributes are boolean attributes. Like HTML, CSS, and Javascript files are really just text files. Open a web page by choosing Document > Open from Full Document Reference, and type a
URL in the box.A well-structured HTML document will still render. First off, when you save a page with the .html file extension (thereby telling the software that you are, indeed, writing HTML), the software will add line numbers and color coding to what you are writing. Original article by Jennifer Krynin. This will make it easier to code new web
pages. The golden rule for forms is that every input field must have a corresponding label.Here’s a demo I made of an unlabelled form field vs a labeled form field. It won’t have any styles (CSS 1 wasn’t specified until 1996, and it was 2000 until IE5 for Mac shipped with an almost full implementation) and some of the more exotic punctuation marks or
characters might be replaced by their character codes, but you can still read the content. When it’s all downloaded, the user’s device must parse and execute the JavaScript before it can even start to construct the page. A simple upgrade to the free Notepad software is Notepad++. If so, put some blank lines between the opening and closing tag to
make sure you don’t accidentally enter code after the closing tag, as that won’t be displayed and will be annoying.Remember when I said that when you write your HTML you should pay no attention to how the page will look?There’s one exception to the rule: think about what order the content is in. Line 6 is the only one you should change. WebAIM
has a useful quiz-format introduction to writing good alternate text.If your image is in the SVG format, old versions of Safari (pre-version 9.1.1 on desktop or iOS Version 9.3.2) need an extra role attribute (which is ignored by other browsers):Notice that doesn’t have a closing tag. While Word does not come automatically with Windows computers the
way that Notepad does, it is still found on many computers and you may be tempted to try to use that software to code HTML. While it is, indeed, possible to write HTML with Microsoft Word, it is not advisable. The content between these tags is what you want to display on your site, and consist of text you write, hyperlinks to other websites, links to
photos and more. If you want them to select one option out of a few choices, radio buttons will allow this. But since you’re writing HTML, you need to save the file as .html. There are a lot of free online resources available for those who want to dig in and learn how to use HTML to build websites, and that means not only that you’ll have guidance
getting started but also that you’ll have plenty of resources to turn to for information as you learn on your own. That’s why they’re numbered.We would use the HTML (ordered list) tag to surround this whole list, and each entry will be enclosed in an (list item): Cheeky Song (Touch My Bum) (Hooray, Hooray!) It's a Cheeky Holiday! Take Your Shoes
Off Do you want a chart show style countdown to the number one? If you do use the right tags, only the content will display on a web browser.HTML EssentialsBecause tags are essentially the key to writing proper HTML code, it’s important to understand how they work before you attempt to build a website from scratch. Attributes have names and
assigned values in the opening tag.This tells the browser that this particular paragraph is in the English language:Some attributes appear not to take a value. HTML is a markup language, so we often call the process of turning textual content into HTML as “marking it up”.The BodyNow we’ve closed the , let’s open the . A normal text link is
structured like this:Home pageThe text “Home page” will appear on the screen, probably underlined in blue, and if you click on this, the browser will clear the screen and load up index.html.However, our link doesn’t have any text, it’s purely a clickable image. Consider this horizontal navigation menu on my Cheeky Girls fan site:Of course, each of the
menu items is a link, but what else? But this is only the default, the display can be changed using a separate language called Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) without changing the HTML in any way.Tags can also have attributes that give the browser extra information about the tag. This software has is limitations, but it will absolutely allow you to code
HTML. Clear your mind of any thoughts of colors, spacing, borders, or typography; those are not what the content is, just its appearance, and are defined by CSS.Sometimes, it’s very easy to describe what some content is. You can limit the number of characters the user can enter with minlength and maxlength and even require a certain format of the
input.For example:Input TypesOther mechanisms exist to make the browser perform validation of input by using the type attribute to tell the browser what sort of input is expected: tells the browser that a telephone number is expected. expects a valid email address. will hint to the browser to reject non-numeric input. Yes, but it will not be easy, and
realistically, you are much better of using Notepad or Notepad++ for any HTML or CSS coding. By default, the browser will show all content in source order (you can change this, but it’s more work). You need to ask the philosophical question: what is this content? In fact. if you use Windows, you don’t need to buy or download an editor in order to
write HTML. (Strictly speaking, the and tags aren’t necessary, but as you will see them on other people’s sites, it’s important that you know what they do).Type into your code editor. The Main ContentNow it’s time to turn our attention to the main content—the actual meat of the page.HTML has a special element for this, , which will wrap all the
content in the screenshot above. If you want to make your site look modern and nicely organized, though, you’ll need to learn additional languages like CSS and JavaScript.The Basics of How HTML WorksWriting HTML code is basically like writing instructions for a web browser on how to display a website. Browser extensions can also make use of
it.In a blog post with some eye-watering numbers showing how various organizations increased their search traffic with structured data, Google said:When you add markup to your content, you help search engines understand the different components of a page.Schema has a huge list of different types of vocabularies from Geospatial Geometry to
Hindu meals through Airlines and COVID testing facilities. With Word, you get none of the benefits of Notepad++, but you have to struggle with the software's desire to make everything into a text document. Or a allows choosing from a longer list of options (country of residence, for example). can take many attributes. There are two tags, opening
and closing, that must always bookend your content. And we will group them thus: ... … One of the biggest barriers to access on the web is over-use of instead of a precise HTML element. Line 4 tells the browser that we’re using a character encoding that can handle all the human languages and emojis that you could ever want. And this is largely true
– 35.8% of the web is powered by WordPress, which assembles pages from templates upon which various themes can be applied. You would simply save the files using the .css or .js file extensions, depending on which kind of file you are creating. Header image by Matt Buck.”)?The specification tells us of the element:The small element represents
side comments such as small print.Small print typically features disclaimers, caveats, legal restrictions, or copyrights. The input field is given a unique ID, and the label is associated with it using the for attribute:What's your favourite food? Putting this together, a simple one-field form would look like this: What's your favourite food? Send The action
attribute of the form is the URL of the page that will receive the form, do any work required, and probably say something like “thanks! Your info was received”. But let’s look at the schema for a blog post.Each article is marked up like this:
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